Three-dimensional computational model of left heart diastolic function with fluid-structure interaction.
Aided by advancements in computer speed and modeling techniques, computational modeling of cardiac function has continued to develop over the past twenty years. The goal of the current study was to develop a computational model that provides blood-tissue interaction under physiologic flow conditions, and apply it to a thin-walled model of the left heart. To accomplish this goal, the Immersed Boundary Method was used to study the interaction of the tissue and blood in response to fluid forces and changes in tissue pathophysiology. The fluid mass and momentum conservation equations were solved using Patankar's Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE). A left heart model was developed to examine diastolic function, and consisted of the left ventricle, left atrium, and pulmonary flow. The input functions for the model included the pulmonary driving pressure and time-dependent relationship for changes in chamber tissue properties during the simulation. The results obtained from the left heart model were compared to clinically observed diastolic flow conditions for validation. The inflow velocities through the mitral valve corresponded with clinical values (E-wave = 74.4 cm/s, A-wave = 43 cm/s, and E/A = 1.73). The pressure traces for the atrium and ventricle, and the appearance of the ventricular flow fields throughout filling, agreed with those observed in the heart. In addition, the atrial flow fields could be observed in this model and showed the conduit and pump functions that current theory suggests. The ability to examine atrial function in the present model is something not described previously in computational simulations of cardiac function.